FAQ – HEALTH MEASURES
NIFFF 2021
The NIFFF 2021 is taking place in physical locations throughout the City of
Neuchâtel. It is therefore necessary to guarantee everyone’s safety. The NIFFF is
committed to enforce the required protocols applicable to festival-goers, guests,
and our collaborators. We rely on everybody’s support to make sure things go
smoothly.
The following information and preventive measures set out by the NIFFF can
change and will regularly be adapted to the newest decisions from the Federal
Council and the regulations from the Federal Office of Public Health.
1. Do I need a vaccine passport or covid certificate to access the festival
areas, sessions and events?
X

No
2. Am I required to wear a face covering in all festival venues?

√ You are required to wear a face covering indoors: Théâtre du Passage, the Rex
and Arcades cinemas
X You are not required to wear a face covering outdoors: Open Air, NIFFF terrace
at the Jardin anglais
3. Must I be socially distant at all times?
√ Yes, indoors as well as outdoors:
- At least 1.5 m (5 feet) between two people
- In cinemas and at the Open Air: 1 seat must remain empty between groups
We must remind you that outdoors, private gatherings of over 50 people are
forbidden.
4. Can I eat or drink in the screening rooms?
√ Yes, you can eat or drink at the Rex and the Arcades, at the Open Air, and at
the terrace and Jardin Anglais of course!
X No, you cannot eat or drink at the Théâtre du Passage and in the Neuchâtel
Natural History Museum.
5. Where can I find hand sanitizer?
Everywhere! Hand sanitizer will be available in all of the festival’s venues.

6. Is capacity limited?
√ Yes, to two thirds of each room’s maximum capacity. The NIFFF suggests you
book your tickets quickly on NIFFF.CH
7. What about contact tracing and my personal information?
Your personal data (last name, first name, phone number, city of residence) is
required to book tickets. It is kept for 14 days and is at the disposal of the official
health and safety authority. It will be deleted on the 15th day. None of this
information will used for commercial purposes.
8. Can I pick another seat after the film has started?
X No, your seat is nominally assigned to you and you only. This a necessary
measure to allow for contact tracing and other protocols in case of contamination.

